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Case study

Orange Romania broadens data  
access for greater operational  
visibility. 

Overview
For Orange Romania, transparency is a core value. Ever since it 
was founded in 1997, the company has made information about 
coverage areas and service incidents widely available. That’s why 
one of its core business applications is an internally developed 
tool called CovXpert, which displays data on coverage and 
services in an easy-to-understand map format. Orange Romania 
recently rebuilt CovXpert to run on Pitney Bowes® Spectrum® 
Spatial Analyst, so that even more employees could access this 
business-critical information.

Client profile
Orange Romania
orange.ro

• Mobile telecommunications, 
Internet, television and mobile 
financial services provider 

• Over 10 million customers across 
Romania, encompassing nearly half 
of the country’s active mobile 
telephony users

• Provides 4G coverage to more than 
90% of the country, 2G or 3G+ 
coverage to 99%

• Subsidiary of Orange Group, one of 
the world’s leading 
telecommunications operators, 
which has a total customer base of 
260 million customers worldwide

Business challenge
Orange Romania understood that 
centralizing data was imperative. 
“When our customer service 
department received a call, they 
needed to be able to quickly answer 
questions about available coverage or 
outages in specific locations 
throughout Romania,” explains Marius 
Dediu, GIS Architect for Orange 
Romania. 

Built on top of Pitney Bowes MapInfo® 
Pro, using the MapBasic language, 
early iterations of CovXpert served as 
a central repository for information 
about services, coverage, equipment, 
incidents and alarms, and customer 
complaints. “We collected all this 
information and put it on a map,” 

“For companies that need 
a solution that will be 
ready very quickly, I highly 
recommend Spectrum 
Spatial Analyst and the 
Spectrum Location 
Intelligence module. The 
solution is very easy to 
deploy, configure and 
manage on an ongoing 
basis.”

— Marius Dediu, GIS Architect,  
Orange Romania

http://orange.ro
http://orange.ro
http://pitneybowes.com
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Dediu says. “We also analyzed it using 
different technical indicators, to know 
how to prioritize network 
maintenance to keep customers 
satisfied.” 

The solution worked well, and as 
consumer technologies advanced, the 
company saw new opportunities to 
make CovXpert even more user-
friendly. However, because some of 
the information is very confidential, 
Orange Romania decided not to store 
the maps on the cloud.

Solution
Considering the internal restrictions 
due to confidentiality, Orange 
Romania redesigned CovXpert based 
on Pitney Bowes® Spectrum® Spatial 
Analyst and the Spectrum Location 
Intelligence module. The new version, 
which runs on-premises, houses a 
wide array of information, from signal 
quality and services available at a 
particular address to incidents and 
alarms history, to each antenna’s 
location and coverage. Deployment 
required quite a bit of customization, 
but Spectrum Spatial Analyst and the 
Spectrum Location Intelligence 
module enabled the internal handling 
of these changes. 

“The customization was easy and 
fast," Dediu reports. “Spectrum Spatial 
Analyst simplifies the process of 
consuming and viewing data analysis 
from the Spectrum Location 

Intelligence module’s data repository, 
so we don’t have to rewrite code in 
order to share and analyze more 
information within the company. For 
companies that need a solution that 
will be ready very quickly, I highly 
recommend Spectrum Spatial Analyst 
and the Spectrum Location 
Intelligence module. The solution is 
very easy to deploy, configure and 
manage on an ongoing basis."

Benefits
At present, CovXpert, based on 
Spectrum Spatial Analyst, displays all 
the data Orange Romania requires via 
maps that look like familiar consumer 
navigation applications. The ease of 
use has enabled Orange Romania to 
extend CovXpert to more than 1,100 
employees, and that’s just the 
beginning, as the number of internal 
users is expanding every day. 

As the number of users grows, 
Orange Romania is using Spectrum 
Spatial Analyst functionality to 
precisely define role-based access 
privileges, in order to provide each 
user access only to the data 
necessary for his job. The latest 
version of CovXpert also facilitates 
better data analysis, as it can run 
analyses in GIS with different types of 
economic filters or proprietary 
information.

Technology used
• Spectrum® Spatial Analyst
• Spectrum Location Intelligence 

module
• MapInfo® Pro 

“Spectrum Spatial Analyst 
simplifies the process of 
consuming and viewing 
data analysis from the 
Spectrum Location 
Intelligence module’s 
data repository.”

— Marius Dediu, GIS Architect,  
Orange Romania
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